It is shown that if, in a calculation of high-transverse-momentum (pg meson production in hadron-hadron collisions, one includes not only the scale-breaking effects that might be expected from asymptotically free theories but also the effects due to the transverse momentum of quarks in hadrons and further adds contributions from quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scattering to those of quark-quark scattering then the results are not inconsistent with the data. The approach yields the correct magnitude and an apparent approximate 1/p, behavior in accord with single-particle data for the energy range currently observed. 
1/p, behavior in accord with single-particle data for the energy range currently observed. Two-particle correlations are examined. Because of scale-breaking effects and the presence of gluons, the theory does not have the problem of predicting too many away-side hadrons at large p, as did an earlier quark-quark scattering "black-box" approach. %'e conclude that the quantum-chromodynamics approach is in reasonable accord with the data although theoretical uncertainties ( Vfe and others' ' investigated this large-P~ex-perirnental behavior phenornenologically.
In particular, the view that large-P~mesons are generated by hard large-angle collisions between quarks present in the initial hadrons has been found to be very fruitful. The outgoing quarks are assumed not to come out freely, but to distribute their momentum over a series of hadrons that form a "jet" in the general direction Of the "original quark. "
This view when compared in detail with all available experiments is found to be successful in many regards. In particular', the distributions of particles in single-arm experiments and the large ratio of jet to particle cross sections are successfully interpreted or predicted. To do this, the differential cross section for quark-quark collisions, dD'/dt ("black-box" cross sections), was taken to vary as f(t/s )s ' in disagreement with field theory which expects s ' behavior.
The size and angular dependence, 2300 mb/ (-st ), was chosen empirically. In addition, in FF1 and FFF, the effects of collisions of gluons (a.s constituents within hadrons) were omitted. At that time, there was no experimental evidence to require their existence.
The f(t/s)s 4 behavior was chosen as a direct result of assumptions that parton distributions scaled with energy and the observation that experiments done at two or more different centerof-mass energies W but at a fixed x~=2P~/W and fixed angle showed the invariant cross section varying as P~' .
It is necessary to include a transverse momentum, (k,)""ofthe quarks within the initial hadrons to account for much of the data'" "; for example, observations in two-arm experiments of P.,t (Ref. 15) (i.e. , lack of coplanarity of the beam, target, and two outgoing hadrons). " Some of the apparent large P, of a hadron can be due to the initial transverse momentum of the incoming quarks. This vitiates the direct scaling connection between a dpi/dt = f(t/s)s "and the invariant cross section behaving like P, '" at fixed x, and 9,m .
However, as long as (k,)". , is 600 MeV or less, the effects on the single-particle invariant (3.2) N", = -In(o, /o, )/In(p"/p"), (3.3) where o'" is the invariant cross section (at fixed x,) at P», . Including an n, that depends on Q' according to (3.1) Table II for the range of Q' sampled).
In an asymptotically free field theory, scale violations are generated by gluon corrections typified by gluon bremstrahlung from a quark and by quark-antiquark pair creation by a gluon. One can predict the behavior of the constituent distributions G;(x, Q') given that they are known at some reference momenta Qe 
are given in terms of the moments at Q, by M~{n, Q') =+M;(n, Q')R;~(n, Q', Q'), i=y (3.4) (3, 5) where B, , {n, Q', Qo') is a known matrix (depending (3.4) by an inverse Mellin transform [Eq. (13) Unfortunately, the analysis of eP and pP is relatively insensitive to the input gluon distribution with the proton. We take xG,(x, Q, ') =xG',(x, Q, ') =(1+9x)(1 -x)' at the reference momentum. lt integrates to a total momentum for gluons within the proton of 50%. The resulting Q' dependence of G, ,(x, Q'. ) is also shown in Fig. 3 . Both vW, (x, Q') and xG~. , (x; Q') exhibit a rise at small x and a decrease at large x as Q' increases. The effect is particularly dramatic for the latter. (x, Q') has little effect at x =0.2 (see Fig. 2 ) because at this x one is sensitive to G;(x, Q') near the values of x that are stationary as Q' increases.
. (3. 'I) are given in terms of the moments at some ref- M, "(n, Q') = Q M( (n, Q, ')R, , (n, Q', Q, '), 1 (3.8) where the matrix R;, -is simply related ( 
with A, " and B" given in Table I of FF2 and Fig. 6 .
Firstly, in a proton beam, quarks are confined in the transverse direction to within the proton radius. Therefore, from the uncertainty principle, they must have some transverse momentum. This momentum is intrinsic to the basic parton "wave function" inside theproton. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(b) . It corresponds to including two particle to three or more particle processes (2-8) rather than just the two particle to two particle 2-2 scatterings. For such subprocesses, the k of the quark p, is balanced by a. gluon jet on the away side which subsequently fragments into many low-momentum hadrons.
In addition, the mean value of the effective kj is expected to depend on the x vy, lue of quark p, and an the q' for the processes. Separating the origin of the transverse momenta into Types I and II as seen in Fig. 6 is a bit artificial since both mechanisms occur simultaneously. The effective constituent transverse momentum is directly observed in the Drell-Yan process PP-p. 'p. +X. Current data" indicate that (k )"+u-is about 1.2 GeV(see Fig. f ). There ha, s been much speculation about how much of the dimuon 0, spectra, shown in Fig. 7 Fig. 6 will have to be handled differently in the future.
Because (k~) ", is large, one does begin to become sensitive to the low-s and -I, cutoff at low P~. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 Table  IV "(z, q' ) are smaller at high z due to scale-breaking effects, the jet to single-m' ratio is now predicted to be larger than it was for the quark-quark black-box approach. This is seen in Fig. 14 The jet physics, discussed in the previous subsection, directly tests that particles at high P are not produced singly but, rather, are members of a cluster. This aspect of constituent models can also be tested in single-particle triggers by observing the accompanying particles produced near the trigger (in phase space). Experimentally, one observes an enhancement of particles with high P accompanying the high-P trigger which was predicted correctly from the quark scattering model'" together with an a.ssumption about the double fragmentation function, D", ' +(z"z,). " In the QCD case, the trigger hadrons usually come from quarks rather than gluons and, furthermore, the mean value of z, shown in Table II Fig. 15 , are, in fact, very similar to the quark scattering results. However, the QCD results have an additional uncertainty due to our lack of knowledge of the gluon double fragmentation functions, D~' 2(z"z"Q'). In Fig. 15 Table I (compare with   Table V in FFF) and thus to a reduction of n(ze).
Second, the fragmentation functions D, (z, Q') de- crease as Q' increases (see Fig. 5) and are smaller at high z than the FFF values (which now correspond to Qs=ge'=4 GeV'). Finally, in the QCD approach, the away-side constituent is quite often a gluon (see Tables III and IV) which produces on the average fewer hadrons at large z~than do quarks (see Fig. 19 ). However, as Table V and Fig. 16 show, the number of away hadrons with z~-0.5 arising from gluon jets is still about half the total. (The fraction decreases as x increases. ) This means that the away-side multi-' plicity n(z~) is sensitive to the essentially unknown gluon distributions Ge,(x, Q') and D, "(z, Q').
For both the QCD approach and the quark scattering model, the away-side multiplicity function, n(ze), is roughly independent of the trigger momentum over the range 2.0 & p (trig) &6.0 GeV/c at 8'=53 GeV. This means that the rise in the data (Figs. 1'I and 18) at small P (trig) must be ascribed to "background" from the beam and target jets (see Fig. 1 (Fig. 20) . The discrepancy can be seen more clearly in Fig. 21 where we compa, re the predictions for the away-side rapidity spectrum of positives and negatives for a, m and E trigger with the preliminary R-413 data. "
This question of the flavor dependence of the constituent subprocesses is an important one. In models such as the constituent-interchange model (CIM), "" the scattering forces arise from the exchange of quarks which carry flavor. e' In these models, drastic changes can occur in the away-side particle ratios as one changes trigger species. ' Figure 22 shows data from the Fermi- Thus, in general, we expect the P~d ependence of the two-particle back-to-back cross section to differ (in the region where smearing is an important effect) from that of the single-particle cross section. This is seen in Fig. 25 where we plot the two-particle back-to-back cross section dv/dz~at z~= 1 (times p, ') versus p, at x~= 0.35. are roughly independent of P over the range. The two-particle back-to-back cross section dc j dz~(z~=1) reflects more closely the dependence on P, of the basic subprocess without the additional scale breaking due to smea, ring.
The predictions in Fig. 25 (and in all figures in this paper) are free from any beam and target jet background of the type discussed in Sec. IV D1 above. As seen in Fig. 18 , below p, = 3.5 GeV/c this background is important and is presumably the cause of the rise of dN/dz~at low P (trig).
Any such increase of the expected dNjdz~at low P due to background would vitiate the comparison in Fig. 25 by making it behave similarly to the single-particle cross section. . The test must be performed at P, 's large enough so that the background contamination is negligible. This is why we calculated the results in Fig. 25 results are a factor of 100 larger than a straight (1/p, ') extrapolation and show a factor of 1000 increase at l4'=1000 GeV. In Fig. 2V we display the predictions for 90' m' and jet production at fixed N'=53, 500, and 1000 GeV versus P~. The preliminary high-P~data from CCOR (Ref. 6V) at 8'=53 GeV are also shown. The black-box model and the QCDpredictions agree with each other and both agree with the data. By going to higher energy, one can easily discriminate between the two approaches. For example, at TV = 500 GeV and p, = 30 GeV/c, the no (jet) cross section from QCD is roughly a factor of 100 (500) times larger than the FF1 results. In fact, the p, =30 GeV/c 90' z' cross section at W = 500 GeV is predicted in the QCD approach to be about the same magnitude as that measured at p~= 6.0 GeV/c at Fermilab (W =19.4 GeV) . These large single-particle and jet cross sections (see also Fig. 14 
